NOTICE
The students of M.A. 2nd and 4th semesters of the Dept. of English are
hereby notified that the semester examination will be held online on and
from 16th August, 2021. The following are the instructions given to the
students which should be strictly followed –
1. The students will have to fill in their examination forms between
2.

3.
4.

5.

07.08.2021 and 14.08.2021. with Examination Fees of Rs.500/Examination for each theory paper will be of 40 marks and for 2
hours. Maximum page limit for answering the questions for each
theory paper is – 5 [five] A4-sized pages.
Students have to write only roll number and registration number on
all the five pages of the answer sheets.
After the stipulated 2 hours’ time, the students may have further one
hour to send the scanned answer sheets via email. Individual papers
have to be sent through the respective email address provided below.
Hand-written answer sheets must be scanned with scanning
applications like “Adobe Scan” or any other appropriate application.

Email address for submission of the scanned answer scripts for 2nd & 4th Semester

smgcengm1@gmail.com
EXAMINATION TIME - TABLE
DATE/DAY

16/08/2021
[Monday]

18/08/2021
[Wednesday]

20/08/2021
[Friday]

23/08/2021
[Monday]

25/08/2021
[Wednesday]

SEMESTER-II
Paper- CC 6
[Shakespeare

and
Earlier English
Renaissance]
Paper- CC 7
[Literature of

the

later English
Renaissance]
Paper- CC 8
[Literature of

the
long 18th century:
Drama and Poetry]

TIME/
DURATION

DATE/DAY

SEMESTER-IV

TIME/
DURATION

11.00 AM –
1.00 PM
[2 HOURS]

16/08/2021
[Monday]

Paper- CC 15
[Modernism
After- I]

and

11.00 AM –
1.00 PM
[2 HOURS]

-do-

18/08/2021
[Wednesday]

Paper- CC16
[Modernism
After- II]

and

-do-

-do-

20/08/2021
[Friday]

Paper- CC17
[African Literature]

-do-

23/08/2021
[Monday]

Paper- CC 9
[Literature of

the
long 18th century:
Fiction and nonfictional prose]
Paper- CC 10
[Literary criticism

from Plato to T.S
Eliot]

-do-

25/08/2021
[Wednesday]

Paper- CC18
[TERM PAPER I

-do-

-do-

TERM PAPER-II]
Paper- DSE
[English Language
Teaching-II]

-do-

